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FUGAWI LAUNCHES WATERWAY GUIDE FOR iNavX
New Data Layers With Vital Coastal Information For Use With Award-Winning Navigation App
TORONTO, Canada – Industry leading online chart service Fugawi X-Traverse announced
today the release of a new geo-referenced data layer package by the Waterway Guide for use
with the top-selling iOS iNavX navigation app. Available for six regions spanning the East Coast
of the United States, the U.S. waters of the Great Lakes, the western coast of Florida and the
Gulf of Mexico, as well as the Bahamas, the Waterway Guide offers iNavX users five layers of
data adding up-to-date information ideally suited for cruisers and coastal boaters.
The uncluttered and detailed Waterway Guide data layers are overlaid on any chart the appuser has installed. The easy-to-use layers include anchorages, navigation alerts in addition to
bridge, lock and marina information. New data is posted on a daily basis and incorporates the
latest alerts and notices drawn directly from NOAA, the U.S. Coast Guard and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, as well as reliable observations from on-the-water cruising editors and
research by Waterway Guide’s data integrity personnel.
“We are proud to partner with the Waterway Guide to offer their excellent data as a
complementary navigational resource,” said Robin Martel, president of Northport Systems,
parent company of Fugawi. “Up-to-date charts and weather information are vital to safe and
efficient boating, but additional information is just as important and hard to find. Information such
as where to anchor, what facilities are available at the closest marina and what is the best way
to get through a drawbridge can mean the difference between a well-planned and enjoyable day
on the water and the frustration of wasting time.”
One of the most popular and well established marine navigation apps on the Apple iOS
platform, iNavX brings the latest marine navigation features and up-to-date high resolution
raster and vector marine charts to iPhone, iTouch and iPad users. The app allows users to add
waypoints and routes for planning purposes and can act as a repeater supporting NMEA data
over TCP/IP, displaying AIS and instrument data such as depth, speed, wind, and engine.
iNavX can also import valuable weather and routing information to be incorporated in the chart
display.
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“Waterway Guide has been the cruising authority for over 65 years,” said Jeff Jones, publisher,
Waterway Guide. “We are proud of our track record of excellence and innovation. This latest
partnership with Fugawi is an extension of our commitment to provide boaters and cruisers the
information they need, when and where they need it. Delivering data on the iNavx platform is a
perfect fit for us.”
Waterway Guide regions are available for iNavX as a download from X-Traverse. Available
regions are the Chesapeake Bay, the Bahamas, the Great Lakes, the Atlantic Intracoastal
Waterway, the Northern Edition and the Southern Edition, and are priced at $19.95 per region.
iNavX users will receive an additional 50% off as a special launch price ($9.95 per region). Initial
purchase requires a download of the entire data set, which resides on the iOS device; daily
updates will use either WiFi or cellular reception to refresh cached data.
To learn more about Fugawi or the entire line of Fugawi products, please contact (416) 9209300 or visit www.fugawi.com. To learn more about Waterway Guide and GPSNavX visit
www.waterwayguide.com and www.gpsnavx.com.
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About Fugawi:
Fugawi has been an innovator in applications and digital charts for GPS mobile devices and desktop computers since 1995. Fugawi
provides software services and connectivity solutions for leading brands of marine companies worldwide and through fugawi.com,
the Center for Marine Navigation, provides recreational boaters with charts, software and navigational accessories.
About Waterway Guide:
Waterway Guide publishes six new guidebooks every year, a magazine, mobile apps and maintains an interactive web site
(waterwayguide.com). Integrated across multiple platforms, these planning tools are designed to provide real-time, accurate data
and information to mariners. The company was founded in 1947 and is recognized as a leader in travel and navigation guides for
boaters and cruisers.
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